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SPECTRA EDGE  
TERMS & CONDITIONS

1.    By subscribing to this service, the subscriber agrees to be bound   
  by these Terms and Conditions. 

2.    Spectra Edge is a business solution and only available to businesses.

3.    The Campaign for Spectra Edge will run from the 30th of            
  September 2021 to the 29th of December 2021 for a period of  
  three months.

4.   The campaign is only applicable to 24 and 34 month products,    
  meaning the 12 month tariff will only be applicable after the     
  campaign period.

5.   If a subscriber signs up for Mobility, during the promotion            
   period they will receive a Mobiz 125Gb Turbo Boost for the price of         
  N$249, valid while promotional period lasts. The packages will be   
  downgraded after the promotional period ends.

6.   SIM sharing is allowed, one SIM can be used in a dongle  
  for application aware routing or a backup link, where the other         
  can be used for mobility, a common monthly usage limit will be      
   shared by both.

7.     The Service is a best effort service. 

8.   Spectra Edge is only available where MTC has a Microwave (fixed   
  wireless access (FWA)) or FTTx footprint, installation pending site   
  survey.

9.   Spectra Edge is a managed SD-WAN service, MTC will allocate a      
  Cisco Meraki MX67 router with an Advanced Security License.

10.  Only Advanced Malware Protection (AMP) and Intrusion Prevention  
  System (IPS) will be enabled by default, other services can be        
  requested via a Service Request (SR).

11.   The device is owned and managed by MTC.

12.  FAQs on the Meraki MX can be found on the link below http://         
  documentation.meraki.com/MX/Other_Topics/MX_Security_           
  Appliance_FAQ.

13.  A monthly usage report may be shared with subscribers only on        
  request.

14.  If the service is provisioned with a MX67W; only two SSID may be       
  requested for, passwords and SSIDs should be requested for via a    
  Service Request (SR) accompanied by the company’s letterhead. 

15.  The subscriber may request to use their own device, however MTC    
  will not be held liable for delays in troubleshooting the service.

16.  If the subscriber wishes to buy the equipment from MTC, MTC will     
   provide a quote and upon approval, equipment will be ordered. 

17.  Only one IP address can be provided with each subscription.

18.  Tariffs.

PACKAGES 24 MONTHS 36 MONTHS

SD-WAN Edge 5 N$        657.06  N$        629.10

SD-WAN Edge 10 N$        892.06 N$        854.10

SD-WAN Edge 25 N$     1,409.06  N$     1,349.10

SD-WAN Edge 50 N$     2,349.06  N$     2,249.10

SD-WAN Edge 100 N$     5,169.06  N$     4,949.10
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19.  Value Add Tariffs: 

20. The subscriber has the option to choose from any of the above    
 value add services per subscription.

21.   Managed Distributed denial of service (DDoS) is only available on     
   Spectra Edge until otherwise stated.

22. Managed DDoS requires a static IP address. 

23. Managed DDoS is based on contracted capacity, if 25 Mbps is           
   contract, the cost will be N$ 25 times the contracted capacity,        
   no lower capacity is to be provisioned.

24. Managed DDoS will automatically detect volumetric attacks to the     
       subscriber assigned IP address.

25. MTC’s managed DDoS does not protect infrastructure that is not     
       managed or owned by MTC.

26. MTC may amend, modify, or otherwise change these Terms and     
       Conditions in its sole and absolute discretion and the amended       
       version will be displayed in the same media as these Terms and     
       Conditions. By Continuing to participate in the campaign, you agree  
   and understand that you will be bound by the amended Terms and      
       Conditions.

27.  MTC shall not be responsible in any way for claims, loss or        
    damages (direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise) arising from      
       this promotion.

28. MTC reserves the right to suspend your access to the campaign in    
   the event of any fraudulent activity is suspected and if the             
   outcome of an investigations proves that fraudulent activity did     
       occur, MTC shall be entitled to terminate the campaign. Subscribers  
   will not have a claim against MTC.

Add On’s:  Price (NAD)

Additional IP address  25

Sim card with 30GB Capped data/Per sim  249

Cirrus Basic extension with 100  
Free Minutes/Per extension

 70

Managed DDoS Per meg price  25


